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ABSTRACT
Cold fusion
The cold fusion is a nuclear fusion realized in pervading conditions of temperature and
pressure. My own process is parallel to that of the team of the University of Los Angeles, but
shaped in 1996 within my personal and private Laboratory:

A small cylinder in which we replace the air by some deuterium to the gas state in - 33 ° (the
deuterium is some hydrogen with a neutron, which we find in quantity in the sea water). We
introduce a crystal there, extremely rare - the property of which is to emit continuously one
thousand times dose of successful energy and it during several years without outside pyro,
natural excitement - electric - that is it creates an electric field in the slightest change in
temperature. We carry then the whole in + 7 °, what generates in some seconds a 200 000 volt
electric field, an intense enough field to separate the pits of the deuterium of their electrons
and to admit them to collide with those of the crystal. There is a fusion of protons between
them (positive particles of the pit (core)) and a emission of neutrons, which do not merge. It is
this emission which serves for measuring the quantity of energy produced by the fusion
(merger). We so managed to produce some energy in unlimited quantity, allowing us to feed
our installation with electric current in total autarky, and to reduce so our costs of functioning
to divers domains. This crystal is exceptional in its applications and to give it the name would
return has to break our current headway: the thorough problem, in this current period of
takeover by the financial bodies of the possible patents, brought to us to the biggest caution as
regards our results. And, as we look for no outside financing, we do not need to submit
ourselves to the requirements lauded by the scientific Community, only our results are strictly
estimated...

For example we can make estimate our bars or patches of Hydrogen - Metal: a simple
spectroscopy in YEW will give as result, only, the element H. Indeed one of three geneses
focusing for the obtaining of the Hydrogen - pure Metal with one thousand thousandth, and
stable HTBT, uses this process of cold fusion (merger) above described. There is another
process of Cold Fusion (Merger) which also gives, and in a more continuous way, the
possibility to obtain from some Hydrogen - stable Metal and in bigger quantity by module of
production:

When a metal as the scandium is used in fusions with cold, he (it) goes out of it covered with
eruptions looking like microphones (micro computing) volcanoes. This puts in evidence the
waste of a very big quantity of heat pulling (entailing) the cast iron and the evaporation of the
metal, but only in tiny points. Knowing the melting point of the scandium, we calculated the
quantity of energy necessary for the fusion (merger) of these nano - points without provoking
of fusion (merger) surrounding. Seen the unhoped-for figure which we found, the source of
energy can be only nuclear.
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My spectrometer allows an exact measure of atoms and determined a broadcast (emission,
issue) of helium (10 for 10.000). This got back heat allows the usage of an unlimited energy.
What counts above all, is the conservation of Process and the acquisition of the results, their
possible putting at disposition on the world plan(shot), under certain conditions, which (who)
are not necessarily expensive.

Hydrogen - Metal

Everybody knows that the common hydrogen is a flammable gas of density very tenue.
However, if we compress very strongly the hydrogen, the theory predicts that it is transformed
into metal, and it would be possible that this metal phase is stable in common temperature. In
fact, quite as the antimatter, the metal hydrogen constitutes a subject of researches mattering
within the military laboratories for a very long time. One of the concrete reasons of this
interest lives in the fact that the metal hydrogen is probably the most powerful chemical
explosive that it is possible to conceive.

It is also the unique inexhaustible source of Energy for all the manners, appropriate , non-
polluting, being able to be produced in unlimited quantity, in a cost of 1.000 USD the ton,
once experience the modules of production the special patent of which we also have, put
down(deposited) except community Europe in 1997.

We can within the Conference confide a bar of 5 grams to experts to determine the structure,
and who will have to publish the survey report.

The synthesis of the metal hydrogen was not realized this day by the others laboratory yet
although the theory indicates that such a synthesis will be possible with equipments such as
the Laser Megajoule, according to the official thesis.

Nevertheless the SCM produced in 1987 already five patches of 5 grams of this new stable
metal HTBT, in 1998 two bars of 1.000 grams - (Accompanying document 1)-, and in 2.001
of the Deuterium - Metal for a 50 gram bar.

It is a major discovery for the energy survival of the Humanity.
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